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Ausley’s APLC: A Profusion of Allusions (Theology, Mythology, Literature, & More) 
 
Abraham and Isaac - In the Biblical book of Genesis (the first book of the Bible), Abraham was asked by God to sacrifice 
his beloved son, Isaac. Abraham made ready to obey. At the last moment, his hand was stayed by an angel. Isaac was 
spared and Abraham received the Lord’s blessing. This is symbolic of man’s willingness to make the ultimate sacrifice to 
demonstrate his faith and trust in God. It is also symbolic of the idea that faith shall be rewarded. 
 
Absalom – In the Biblical book of Samuel II, Absalom was David’s favorite son who was killed in battle while attempting 
to usurp his father’s throne.  David grieved: “O my son Absalom, my son, Absalom!” The world alludes to paternal grief 
and to a lost and faithless son.  William Faulkner used Absalom! Absalom! As the title of the novel.   
 
Achilles: In Greek legend, Achilles was the hero of Homer’s Iliad who was the model of valor and the beauty. He slew the 
Trojan hero Hector but was himself invulnerable to wounds because his mother Thetis had held him by the heel and 
dipped him in the river Styx.  Later he was slain by Paris who shot an arrow into his heel, which had not gotten wet.  
Today the term “Achilles’ heel” refers to the vulnerable part of a person’s character.   
 
Adonis - handsome young man; Aphrodite loved him. 
 
Agamemnon:  In Greek mythology, he was the king who sacrificed his daughter Iphigenia to win the gods’ favor for war 
against Troy.  Also the father of Orestes and Electra and an unfaithful husband of Clytemnestra.   
 
An Albatross around One’s Neck - sometimes used to mean an encumbrance, or a wearisome burden.  It is an allusion 
to Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER.  In the poem, an albatross starts to follow a 
ship‚ and being followed by an albatross was generally considered an omen of good luck. However, the ancient mariner 
shoots the albatross with a crossbow, which is regarded as an act that will curse the ship (which indeed suffers terrible 
mishaps). To punish him, his companions induce him to wear the dead albatross around his neck indefinitely (until they 
all die from the curse, as it happens).  Thus the albatross can be both an omen of good or bad luck, as well as a metaphor 
for a burden to be carried (as penance). 
 
Alpha and Omega - The beginning and the end, from a quote in the Biblical book of Revelations, in the New Testament. 
 
Antigone:  Daughter of Oedipus who performed funeral rites over her brother Polynices in defiance of Creon’s order.  
Her story can be seen as a symbolic of the choice between the gods’ authority and civil authority.  
 
Apollo - a physically perfect male; the God of music and light; known for his physical beauty 
 
Argus-eyed - omniscient, all-seeing; from Argus, the 100-eyed monster that Hera had guarding Io 
 
Armageddon: In the Biblical book of Revelation, which predicts apocalypse, Armageddon is the location of the final 
cosmic battle between the forces of good and evil.  The term is often used in literature to refer to an apocalyptic climax, 
or to the time of judgment.  
 
Atalanta: In Greek mythology, she was a huntress who promised to marry any man who could outrun her in a footrace.  
She was defeated by Hippomenes, who threw three golden apples to distract her as she ran.  She is the archetype of 
speed, strength, and daring foiled by a trick of the intellect.   
 
Atlas: In Greek mythology, Atlas was one of the titans who rebelled against Zeus. As punishment for his actions, he was 
condemned to forever hold up the heavens on his shoulders (literally; “has the weight of the world on his shoulders”). 
 
Aurora - early morning or sunrise; from the Roman personification of Dawn or Eos 
 
Babbitt - a self-satisfied person concerned chiefly with business and middle-class ideals like material success; a member 
of the American working class whose unthinking attachment to its business and social ideals is such to make him a 
model of narrow-mindedness and self-satisfaction ; after George F. Babbitt, the main character in BABBITT by Sinclair 
Lewis. 
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Blind leading the blind: “And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch.” In the Bible, blindness frequently 
represents a lack of spiritual enlightenment.  This particular reference from the Biblical book of Matthew implies that 
wisdom cannot be attained through the teachings of the unenlightened.   
 
Brobdingnagian - gigantic, enormous, on a large scale, enlarged; after Brobdingnag, the land of giants visited by 
Gulliver in GULLIVER’S TRAVELS, by Jonathan Swift.  Lilliputian - descriptive of a very small person or of something 
diminutive, trivial or petty; after the Lilliputians, tiny people in GULLIVER’S TRAVELS. 
 
Burning Bush: In the Biblical book of Exodus, God used this device to catch Moses’ attention when he wished to assign 
him the task of bringing the Israelites out of Egypt. Because the bush burns but is not consumed, this tale is symbolic of 
initial reluctance, followed by proof of authoritative truth. The burning bush also represents physical proof of divinity.  
 
By Bread Alone: In the Biblical book of Matthew, Christ said “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word…of 
God.” In other words, not all human needs are met by food; human kindness is important too. (An example is King Lear’s 
“O! Reason not the need” speech.) Also refers to the idea that faith can provide spiritual sustenance.  
 
Cain and Abel: In the Biblical book of Genesis, Cain murdered his brother Abel out of jealousy. This became a theological 
reference to innocent blood, and the archetypal brother-versus-brother conflict.  
 
My Brother’s Keeper - from the story of Adam and Eve; said by Cain, who killed his brother Abel out of jealousy. When 
God asked Cain, ‚”Where is Abel your brother?” Cain replied, “I do not know.  Am I my brother’s keeper?” The phrase has 
come to indicate someone avoiding responsibility for the welfare of others. 
 
Camel through a Needle’s Eye: Jesus criticized the Pharisees for striving to strain out a gnat, yet being willing to 
swallow a camel. In the Biblical books of Matthew and Luke, Jesus stated that it would be easier for camel to pass 
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to get into heaven.   
 
Can a leopard change his spots? -- Habit is second nature.  It was argued that the Jews could not possibly alter their 
inveterate habits of sin; therefore, nothing remained but the infliction of the extremist punishment, their expatriation 
(Jerimiah 13:24). 
 
Cassandra – In Greek mythology, Cassandra was a daughter of Priam, king of Troy, who possessed the gift of prophecy 
but was fated by Apollo never to be believed. As an allusion, she represents an accurate but unheeded prophet of doom. 
 
Cast the first stone – In the Biblical book of John, a woman caught in adultery was to be publicly stoned. But Jesus said, 
He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her…” This is a warning against hypocrisy.  
 
Catch-22 - a problematic situation for which the only solution is denied by a circumstance inherent in the problem or by 
a rule (e.g., you must stay out of the water until you know how to swim); also, the circumstance or rule that denies a 
solution; an illogical, unreasonable, or senseless situation; a measure or policy whose effect is the opposite of what was 
intended; a situation presenting two equally undesirable alternatives; a hidden difficulty or means of entrapment 
 
Centaur - a monster that had the head, arms, and chest of a man, and the body and legs of a horse 
 
Chimera - a horrible creature of the imagination, an absurd or impossible idea; wild fancy; a monster with a lion's head, 
a goat's body, and a serpent's tail, supposed to breathe out fire 
 
Conversion of Saul – In the Biblical book of Acts, Saul is a Roman citizen who actively persecuted the new Christian 
believers. While on the road to Damascus, Saul was blinded by a light from heaven and heard the words of God. Three 
days later, he accepted baptism and “the scales” of blindness fell from his eyes. In his conversion, Saul became known as 
St. Paul, one of the major figures in the early Christian Church. This frequently shows us with the ability to see clearly or 
in repentant pieces.  
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Crucifixion – The death of Christ on the cross, believed by Christians to be the sacrifice that redeemed fallen 
humankind. There may also be references to pierced hands and feet and a whole in the side of the body. (Theme of 
Redemption) 
 
Cupidity - eager "desire" to possess something; greed or avarice; Roman god of love (Greek name is Eros) 
 
Daedalus and Icarus - In Greek mythology, Daedalus, the great architect, designed the labyrinth that held captive the 
Minotaur of Crete. Imprisoned along with his sons Icarus, he designed wings of wax and feathers that would allow them 
to escape. Despite warnings not to fly too high, Icarus soared too close to the sun god Apollo. The wax on his wings 
melted, and he plunged to his death. It is symbolic of the danger involved in daring to enter “the realm of the gods.” 
James Joyce’s protagonist Stephen Daedalus, in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, dared to question the strict 
teachings of his Catholic upbringing. 
 
Damocles, sword of – A symbol of impending peril in Greek mythology, Damocles was seated at a sumptuous banquet 
only to look up to see a sword suspended by a thread over his head. This spoiled his pleasure. In modern literary usage, 
the term indicates impending disaster. 
 
Damon and Pythias – In Greek mythology, these were two inseparable friends who would lay down their lives for one 
another. They symbolize lasting friendship. 
 
Daniel – This Biblical hero was cast into the lions’ den to punish him for his fidelity to his Christian God; he was divinely 
delivered. The tale of Daniel in the lions’ den is representative of extreme bravery and unwavering faith in the face of 
adversity. Daniel also interpreted King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream; thus an allusion to Daniel in literature may also be 
interpreted as referring to an uncanny ability to “read the hand writing on the wall.” 
 
David and Bathsheba – In the Biblical book of Samuel, David had an adulterous relationship with Bathsheba. When she 
became pregnant, David sent her husband, Uriah, into battle, where he was killed. David and Bathsheba married. The 
child conceived during their affair later dies (see Absalom), but Bathsheba later gave birth to Solomon. 
 
David and Goliath – As a young man, David slew the “giant” (6 foot 9 inches!) Philistine champion, Goliath. The battle 
and victory became symbolic of the just defeating the unjust, despite the latter’s superior strength. Modern example: 
“Jack and the Beanstalk.” (see David and Bathsheba; Absalom) 
 
Den of thieves - “And [Jesus] said unto them, It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have 
made it a den of thieves” (Matthew 21:13). A house of prayer: place of sacred worship. A den of thieves: A cave full of 
robbers. The language indicates that it was a corrupt traffic, which a corrupt and fraudulent priesthood had permitted to 
encroach on the worship of God. It is a desecration of religious institutions to use them for worldly gain. 
 
Dionysus or Bacchus – Greek and Roman name, respectively, of the god of wine, revelry, the power of nature, fertility, 
and emotional ecstasy. He is usually thought of in terms of overuse or excess. Ancient drama festivals were dedicated to 
him. Today he is representative of the Nietzschean philosophy, the creative-intuitive principle.  
 
Divide the sheep from the goats – This phrase refers to the Biblical parable explaining the time of judgment, when the 
faithful (good and saved) would be separated from the unfaithful (condemned). It alludes to the division of the true from 
the false, the worthy from the unworthy.  
 
Don Juan - a profligate man obsessed with seducing women; after Don Juan, the legendary 14th century Spanish 
nobleman and libertine 
 
Don Quixote - someone overly idealistic to the point of having impossible dreams; from the crazed and impoverished 
Spanish noble who sets out to revive the glory of knighthood, romanticized in the musical “The Man of La Mancha‚” 
based on the novel DON QUIXOTE by Cervantes; Quixotic/Tilting at Windmills - having foolish and impractical ideas of 
honor, or schemes for the general good, again after Don Quixote, the half-crazed reformer and knight protector of the 
supposed distressed 
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Eye for an eye – In the Biblical book of Leviticus, the passage “Breach for a breach, eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth” 
recommends the practice of exacting specific and equal punishment for a transgression or injury; for example, killing a 
murderer for his crime of killing another. (This was later revised in the book of Matthew: “…whoever shall smite thee on 
thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.”) 
 
Falstaffian - self-indulgent and vain, yet full of wit and bawdy humor; named after Sir John Falstaff, a fat, sensual, 
boastful, and mendacious knight who was the companion of Henry, Prince of Wales, in Shakespeare‚ HENRY IV play 
 
Faustian Bargain/The Devil to Pay - Dr. Faustus, a respected German scholar, makes a deal with Mephistopheles, an 
agent of Lucifer: his soul for supernatural power.  For twenty-four years he will be granted everything he wishes, and 
always thereafter his soul will belong wholly to the Devil.  The years pass quickly, and eventually the Devil must be paid. 
 Of course, Faustus made a bad deal, a Faustian bargain.  It’s the devil to pay when any onerous obligation must be met. 
 [Christopher Marlowe made use of the legend in his play DOCTOR FAUSTUS, as did Goethe in his FAUST.] 
 
Forbidden fruit -- Illicit pleasure; something that one should not take or get involved with, such as another person's 
spouse.  With reference to Genesis 2:17: ‚”But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in 
the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die” (King James Bible). 
 
Four horsemen of the apocalypse – In the Biblical book of Revelation, John prophesies the end of the world, the final 
struggle between good and evil. He uses the metaphor of four enormously powerful horsemen as the ultimate 
destructive forces of divine retribution: war, death, plague, and famine. In literature, the four horsemen remain symbolic 
of powerful destructive forces. 
 
Fly in the ointment -- The English idiom “That's the fly in the ointment” is used to express a drawback, especially one 
that was not at first apparent, e.g. Sam's lack of map-reading skills turned out to be the fly in the ointment when he 
applied for the job.  A likely source is a phrase in the King James Bible: ‚”Dead flies cause the ointment of the apothecary 
to send forth a stinking savor” (Ecclesiastes 10:1).  For five centuries now 'a fly in the ointment' has meant a small defect 
that spoils something valuable or is a source of annoyance. The modern version thus suggests that something unpleasant 
may come or has come to light in a proposition or condition that is almost too pleasing; that there is something wrong 
hidden, unexpected somewhere 
 
Frankenstein - Anything that threatens or destroys its creator; from the young scientist, Victor Frankenstein, in Mary 
Shelley's novel FRANKENSTEIN, who creates a monster that eventually destroys him 
 
Galahad - A pure and noble man with limited ambition; in the legends of King Arthur, the purest and most virtuous 
knight of the Round Table, the only knight to find the Holy Grail  
 
Garden of Gethsemane – This is the garden outside Jerusalem where the agony and betrayal of Jesus took place. 
Symbolically, a place of great psychological suffering. 
 
Gird up one’s loins -- to prepare oneself for something requiring readiness, strength, or endurance.  Likely a Hebraism, 
often used in the King James Bible (e.g., 2 Kings 4:29).  Literally referred to the need to strap a belt around one's waist 
when getting up in order to avoid the cloak falling off. 
 
Golden calf -- As recounted in the Biblical book of Exodus, Moses went up onto Mount Sinai to receive the Ten 
Commandments, leaving the Israelites for forty days and forty nights.  The Israelites feared that Moses would not return 
and asked Aaron to make idols or gods for them to worship.  Aaron complied and gathered up the Israelites' golden 
earrings.  He melted them and constructed the golden calf.  Aaron also built an altar before the calf.  The next day, the 
Israelites made offerings and celebrated.  Meanwhile, the Lord told Moses that his people had corrupted themselves in 
idolizing false gods (“worshiping false idols”), and that he planned to punish them, which he did, later having been 
convinced by Moses to spare the Jews for the time being.  A metaphoric interpretation emphasizes the "gold" part of 
"golden calf" to criticize the pursuit of wealth as an end in itself. 
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Good Samaritan – In spite of a long-standing mutual hatred between Jews and Samaritan, a good Samaritan stopped by 
to help a Jew who had been waylaid by thieves, thereby becoming the prototype of a good neighbor. The term has come 
to mean anyone who stops to help a stranger in need. 
 
Gorgon - a very ugly or terrible person, especially a repulsive woman; Medusa, any one or three sisters have snakes for 
hair and faces so horrible that anyone who looked at them turned to stone 
 
Grail or Holy Grail – Subject of multiple legends, most prominently as the chalice or cup that caught the blood from 
Christ’s side and which he had used at the Last Supper; probably of even more ancient origin as a fertility symbol. In 
Arthurian legend, it is the object of a quest on the parts of the Knights of the Round Table. The Holy Grail brings health 
and substance to those who hold it and may be found only by the pure of heart. (note: NOT Monty Python!) 
 
Green-eyed Monster ‚In the pretext of giving friendly advice, Iago warns Othello against being jealous of his popular 
wife.  He says, ‚”O beware, my lord, of jealousy!  It is the green-eyed monster which doth mock the meat it feed on,” 
referring to felines‚” cats, lions, leopards” that torment their prey before killing it.  Because of Iago’s description of 
jealousy, it is often spoken of as the green-eyed monster.  [From Shakespeare’s OTHELLO] 
 
Halcyon - calm, peaceful, tranquil‚ an archaic bird supposed to breed in a nest on the sea and calm the water, identified 
with the kingfisher (Latin < Greek halkyon) 
 
Handwriting on the Wall - what the future holds; from the Biblical Old Testament story of Daniel, who was able to 
accurately predict some mysterious writing that appeared on a wall (translated, it predicted the imminent death of the 
king) (see Daniel) 
 
Harpy - a predatory person or nagging woman; from harpy, a foul creature that was part woman, part bird 
 
Heap coals of fire – In the Biblical book of Proverbs, it is said that if you treat your enemy with kindness, it will sting 
him as though you had “heap[ed] coals of fire” upon him. Teaches a lesson in mercy and cautions “be kind to your 
enemy.” 
 
Hector - to bully; from Hector, the son of Priam (king of Troy), and the bravest Trojan warrior. Killed Achilles' friend 
Patroclus. 
 
Herculean - very strong or of extraordinary power; from Hercules, Hera's glory, the son of Zeus. He performed the 12 
labors imposed by Hera. 
 
Herod – King of the Jews who ruled Judaea at the time of Jesus’ birth. In order to assure his reign, he is reputed to have 
ordered the massacre of Bethlehem’s male children born within a year of Christ’s birth. (“To author Herod” is to surpass 
the evil of the worst tyrant.) 
 
Helen (of Troy) - Hellenistic; of or relating to Greece, or a Specialist of language or culture in Greece; symbol of a 
beautiful woman; from Helen of Troy, the daughter of Leda and Zeus-the cause of the Trojan War. 
 
"Hoist with his own petard" - to be caught up and destroyed by one’s own plot.  Hamlet's actual meaning is "cause the 
bomb maker to be blown up with his own bomb", metaphorically turning the tables on Claudius, whose messengers (and 
would-be assassins) are killed instead of Hamlet. [From Shakespeare’s HAMLET] 
 
House has many mansions – In the Biblical book of John, Christ assured Peter that his father’s house (i.e., heaven) has 
many mansions. In other words, there is room in heaven for all who believe. 
 
Hydra-Headed - having many centers or branches, hard to bring under control; something bad you cannot eradicate; 
from Hydra, the 9-headed serpent that was sacred to Hera. Hercules killed him in one of the 12 labors. 
 
Iphigenia – In Greek mythology she was the eldest child of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. She was sacrificed by her 
father in exchange for a guarantee of fair winds for the Greek fleet on its way to Troy.  
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Iridescent - a play of colors producing rainbow effects; from Iris, goddess of the rainbow 
 
Isaac – In the Biblical book of Genesis, Isaac’s son Jacob was a recipient of the promise or covenant with God. 
 
It’s all Greek to me - In recounting Caesar’s fainting episode and Cicero’s reaction to it in Shakespeare’s JULIUS CAESAR, 
Casca says ‚”those that understood him [Cicero] smiled at one another and shook their heads; but, for mine own part, it 
was Greek to me.” In other words, Cicero’s reaction to the incident was incomprehensible to Casca because he could not 
understand the more sophisticated Greek language used by the Senator and his cohorts. 
 
Jacob – The Biblical patriarch whose twelve sons were the founders of the twelve tribes of Israel; his name was later 
changed to Israel. 
 
Jacob and Esau – In the Biblical book of Genesis, Jacob and Esau were the twin sons of Isaac and Rebekah. Esau, who 
was born first, was stronger than his brother, but Jacob was the more clever son of the two. Esau sold Jacob his 
birthright in a moment of weakness; later, through artful manipulation, Jacob received his father’s blessing, originally 
meant for Esau. A literary reference to the pair may allude to discord between siblings, to the politics of the birthright, or 
to the idea of the fortunate or favored son. 
 
Jacob’s ladder - In the Biblical book of Genesis, Jacob dreamed of a ladder for Earth to the heaven and heard the voice of 
God promise land and favor to his descendants. He awoke to place the stone on which he had been sleeping as the first 
stone of a future temple of God. The ladder is symbolic of the path to God and to heaven. The dream also contains 
reference to the Promised Land and to the covenant with the “chosen people.”   
 
Jekyll and Hyde - A capricious person with two sides to his/her personality; from a character in the famous novel DR. 
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE who had more than one personality, a split personality (one good and one evil) 
 
Jephthah’s daughter - In the Biblical book of Judges, this is the story of another father’s sacrifice of a daughter to keep a 
vow. Jephthah vowed to sacrifice whatever living creature emerged first from his house in return for victory over the 
Ammonites. His daughter, who was the first to leave the house, would not let him break his vow but asked for two 
months’ respite to walk to the mountains and mourn for her virginity – which she retained. She is the model for later 
Christian saints who died to protect their virginity. Modern Example: Keats’ “The Eve of St. Agnes.” 
 
Jeremiad - A literary work or speech expressing a bitter lament or a righteous prophecy of doom.  Jeremiah was a 
Hebrew prophet and reformer, and the author of the Biblical book of Jeremiah.  His most significant prophecy looked to 
a time when God would make a new covenant with Israel.  The Catcher in the Rye is, in essence, a Jeremiad, an extended 
complaint to God about the state of the world.  Contemporary filmmaker Michael Moore has produced several cinematic 
jeremiads (Bowling for Columbine, Fahrenheit 9-11, and Sicko). 
 
Jezebel - In the Biblical book of Kings, she was the Phoenician princess who married the King Ahab and urged him to sin; 
she became a formidable enemy of the prophet Elijah. In the Biblical book of Revelation, Jezebel is the name given to the 
false prophet. In literature the term usually refers to a seductive woman who leads the hero astray. Modern example: 
Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. 
 
Job (Patience of Job) - Job suffers a great deal but remains faithful; from an Old Testament character whose faith in God 
was tested by Satan; though he lost his family and belongings, he remained patient and faithful.  James 5.11: ‚”You have 
heard of the patience of Job, and have seen the Lord in the outcome, and how the Lord is full of compassion and mercy.” 
 
John the Baptist - The prophet who prepared the way for his cousin Jesus as messiah; the forerunner of Christ’s 
ministry. He was beheaded by Herod at request of Salome.  
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Jonah: Old Testament prophet commanded by God to warn Nineveh of its sinful condition.  Instead, he took his ship in 
the opposite direction. God struck the ship with a terrible storm, and the crew threw Jonah overboard. God caused Jonah 
to be swallowed by a huge whale. Jonah prayed and repented, and after three days the whale deposited Jonah safely on 
dry land. This event is thought to prefigure Christ’s death, three days in the tomb, and resurrection. Modern example: 
Pinocchio 
 
Joseph and his brothers - In the Biblical book of Genesis, Joseph was the eleventh of Jacob’s sons. His brothers became 
jealous of him and sold him onto slavery He accurately interpreted the pharaoh’s dream of seven lean cattle swallowing 
up seven fat cattle to mean that famine would follow years of plenty. The pharaoh heeded his warning, grain, was stored, 
and Egypt was saved. Joseph ultimately forgave his brothers and shared grain with their tribes.  
 
Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife - In the Biblical book of Genesis, Potiphar’s wife tried to seduce Joseph. When he refused, 
she accused him of attempted rape, and he was imprisoned. He was released by the pharaoh in order to interpret his 
dream. 
 
Joseph in Egypt - Joseph was made governor of all the lands of Egypt, shared grain with his brothers’ tribes, and 
brought about the migration of Jacob and his family to Egypt. 
 
Jovial - good humored; from the word Jove, used to express surprise or agreement (Jupiter) 
 
Judas Iscariot - One of the original twelve Apostles of Jesus, Judas betrayed Jesus by selling him out for thirty pieces of 
silver and identifying him with a kiss. Later he committed suicide. Regarded as the prototype of the ultimate betrayer. 
(see thirty pieces of silver) 
 
Judgment of Paris - In Greek mythology, a beauty contest was held to determine the fairest of the goddesses. Paris, the 
handsomest man in the world, was the judge; the contestants were Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite (representative of 
greatness, prowess in battle, and love, respectively). Angered at not being invited to Thetis’ wedding, Eris, the goddess of 
discord, threw an apple marked “To the Fairest” into the gathering, provoking the goddesses to fight over it. Paris 
ultimately chose Aphrodite and was promised the love of Helen in return. This sparked the events that lead to the Trojan 
War. Consider similar events in “Snow White” (“Mirror. Mirror, who is the fairest?”); the apple as fruit of discord; the 
disastrous choice of love and beauty over less ephemeral attributes. Consider also the following similarities between 
Paris and Oedipus: both were exposed on a hillside as infants to protect their fathers; both were rescued by shepherds; 
both were cursed by fate.  
 
Junoesque - marked by stately beauty; comes from the word Juno, the wife of Jupiter, the Goddess of light, birth, women, 
and marriage 
 
know them by their fruits: In Matthew, Christ warns against wolves in sheep’s clothing. He instructs his followers to 
know them by their fruits: “A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.” 
This injunction entreats us to judge others by their actions, rather than appearances. 
 
Labors of Hercules - In Greek mythology, Hercules had to perform 12 fabulous tasks of enormous difficulty becoming 
immortal: killing the Nemean lion; killing the hydra; capturing the hind of Artemis; killing the man-eating Stymphalian 
birds; capturing the oxen of Geryon; cleaning the Sugean stables; capturing the Cretan bull; capturing the horses of 
Diomedes; capturing the girdle of Hippolyta (queen of the Amazons); killing the monster of Gorgon; capturing Cerberus; 
and taking the golden apples of Hesperides. 
 
Laius - In Greek mythology, Laius was the father of Oedipus and the original husband of Jocasta. Killed by Oedipus in 
fulfillment of the oracle, Laius is a major figure in the Laius-Jocasta-Oedipus myth in which the son kills his father and 
takes his place as both king and husband. The tale is symbolic of the inevitable usurpation of father by son, a familiar 
theme in folklore. 
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Lamb to the slaughter: Originally, in Isaiah’s prophecy, this was the servant of the Lord who took the sins of his people 
on himself and sacrificed himself for their expiation, much as actual goats or lambs were sacrificed. In the New 
Testament, Christ is frequently referred to as the sacrificial lamb. The Christian belief is that he atoned fro the sins of all 
men by taking them upon himself and sacrificing his life in fulfillment of Isaiah’s very specific prophecy.  
 
Land of milk and honey - The original expression, "a land flowing with milk and honey," is a Biblical reference to the 
agricultural abundance of the Land of Israel.  The first reference appears in Exodus 3:8 during Moses's vision of the 
burning bush: "And I am come down to deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptians, and to bring them up out of that 
land unto a good land and a large, unto a land flowing with milk and honey; unto the place of the Canaanites, and the 
Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites." (KJV) 
 
Last Supper - The Last Supper was Jesus’ last meal with his disciples before his crucifixion. Virtually every aspect of the 
story has both literal and symbolic associations. During this dinner, Christ instituted a number of sacraments, especially 
Communion, in which bread and wine after transubstantiation become the “body and blood” of Christ. In consuming the 
bread and wine, followers of Christ accept him as their savior. 
 
Lazarus - In the Biblical New Testament, he is the brother of Martha and Mary of Bethany, whom Jesus raised from the 
dead after four days, prefiguring the resurrection. Lazarus is symbolic of one who lives after a declared death. 
 
Leda - In Greek mythology, Zeus is said to have come to Leda in the shape of a swan to father four legendary children: 
Castor, Clytemnestra, Pollux, and Helen. The story of Leda and the swan is a favorite theme of artists from Michelangelo 
to Dali. 
 
Lethargy - n., abnormal drowsiness or inertia; from the word Lethe, a river in Hades that caused drinkers to forget their 
past. 
 
Lilies of the field - In the Biblical book of Matthew, in the “Do Not Worry” parable, this is used as an example of the way 
God cares for the faithful. If God “dresses” the lilies so beautifully, surely he will provide raiment for his children. 
 
Lion lies down with the lamb - In the Biblical book of Isaiah, this is the classic image of the idyllic harmony and 
universal peace of the earthly paradise that will come into being when the Messiah arrives. 
 
Loaves and fishes - In the Biblical book of Matthew, Christ multiplied five loaves of bread and two fishes into a 
sufficient amount to feed a crowd of 5,000 (not counting women and children). When all had eaten their fill, there were 
still 12 baskets of scraps left over. 
 
Lot/Lot’s wife - In the Biblical book of Genesis, Lot was a moral inhabitant of the sinful city of Sodom. A nephew of 
Abraham, Lot escaped the destruction of the city by the angels of the Lord. Abraham had argued with the Lord over his 
intended destruction of the innocent along with the guilty. Lot and his family were warned of their impending doom, but 
his sons-in-law “thought he were joking.” Lot took his wife and daughters and fled. God warned them not to look back, 
but Lot’s wife could not resist, and was turned to a pillar of salt. The tale of Lot’s wife is illustrative of the idea that God 
punishes those who are disobedient. 
 
Magi - Latin plural, “wise man.” Traditionally, they have the names Melchior, Gaspar, and Balthazar. The gifts the magi 
brought to the Christ child were gold (symbolic of royalty); frankincense (the emblem of divinity); and myrrh (the 
symbol of death). The Christmas story of the three wise men visiting the manger represents the “showing forth” of the 
newborn Christ child to the Gentiles (non-Jews). This moment of awareness is known liturgically as the “Epiphany,” the 
term James Joyce used for his and his characters’ moments of enlightenment.  
 
Malapropism – An unintentional humorous misuse or distortion of a word or phrase, especially the use of a word 
sounding somewhat like the one intended, but ludicrously wrong in context - Example: “polo bears” for “polar bears”. 
Mrs. Malaprop was a character noted for her misuse of words in R. B. Sheridan's comedy THE RIVALS. 
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Mammon - From the Aramaic word for wealth, as used in the Bible. Mammon became an evil personification of riches 
and worldliness, and of the god of avarice. Modern examples: In Spenser’s The Faerie Queen and Milton’s Paradise Lost, 
Mammon personifies the evils of greed and wealth. 
 
Manna (from Heaven) - a sustaining life-giving source or food; from the sweetish bread-like food that fell from heaven 
for the Israelites as they crossed the Sinai Desert to the Promised Land with Moses 
 
Mary (the Virgin) - In the Biblical gospels of Mathew, Mark, Luke, and John, Mary is the mother of Jesus and wife of 
Joseph. She is symbolic of purity, virginity, and maternal love, and is the object of special devotion in the Roman Catholic 
Church, as well as the major subject, along with her son, of thousands of works of art, especially the art of the 
Renaissance (compare to the Greek/Roman goddess Artemis/Diana, known variously as the goddess of the hunt, 
virginity and motherhood.) 
 
Mary Magdalene - She is a reformed prostitute who may have been the women saved from the mob in the “let him cast 
the first stone” story. She washed Jesus’ feet with her tears and dried them wither hair. She was present at the 
crucifixion and is said to have been lone of the first to see the tomb open three days later (Easter Sunday). She 
represents the meaning of true contrition and the power of forgiveness.  
 
Massacre of the innocents - At the time of the birth of Jesus, King Herod of Judea, hoping to squelch any possible threat 
to his throne, ordered the death of all male babies born in Bethlehem during a two year period. Determined by the 
appearance of the extraordinary “star in the east.” Joseph, warned in a dream, took Mary and Jesus and fled to Egypt, 
thus escaping the massacre. (See Herod) 
 
Medea - sorceress or enchantress; from Medea who helped Jason and the Argonauts capture the Golden Fleece; known 
for her revenge against Jason when he spurned her for the princess of Corinth 
 
Medusa - In Greek mythology, Medusa was the chief if the three Gorgons-monsters who had snakes for her hair, and 
faces so horrifying that just the sight of them turned men into stone.  She was killed by Perseus, who took her head with 
the sword given by Hermes. Pegasus, the winged horse, sprang from her blood.  
 
Mercurial - adj., suddenly cranky or changeable; Roman Mythology, of or relating to the god Mercury/Hermes - a carrier 
or tidings, a newsboy, a messenger; messenger of the gods, conductor of souls to the lower world, and god of eloquence; 
the fabled inventor, wore winged hat and sandals 
 
Milquetoast - a timid, weak, or unassertive person; from Casper Milquetoast, who was a comic strip character created 
by H.T. Webster 
 
Minotaur - In Greek mythology, this was a monster with a bulls’ head and a man’s body. Poseidon sent a bull form the 
seas as a signal of favor to Minos. As a result Minos was crowned king of Crete, but he neglected to sacrifice the bull to 
Poseidon. Angered, Poseidon causes Minos’ wife Pasiphae to become enamored by a bull. The offspring of their union 
was the Minotaur, which was imprisoned by Minos in the labyrinth designed by Daedalus. Modern Examples: Mary 
Renault’s novels Bull from the Sea and The King Must Die.    
 
Moses - He received the Ten Commandments from God on Mt. Sinai. Following the pattern of the archetypical hero’s life, 
Moses was a foundling child rescued by the Pharaohs’ daughter and raised to be a prince of Egypt. As an adult, he led his 
own people, the children of Israel, out of bondage in Egypt, through the Red Sea on dry land, and on a 40 year journey 
searching for the Promised Land (later Israel). Because he committed arrogant sin-striking a rock to bring forth needed 
water, he himself was not permitted top enter the Promised land. (Compare to all cautionary tales from mythology that 
warned heroes not to fly to high, or assume godlike power. Like Moses, Icarus, Prometheus, and Bellerophon also suffer 
for their arrogance.)   
 
Mnemonics - a device used to aid memory; the personification of memory, Mnemosyne, who gave birth to the nine 
Muses, who supposedly gave good memory in story telling. 
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Muse - some creature of inspiration; the daughters of Mnemosyne and Zeus, divine singers that presided over thought in 
all its forms  
 
My Man Friday - A faithful and willing attendant, ready to turn his hand to anything; from the young savage found by 
Robinson Crusoe on a Friday, and kept as his servant and companion on the desert island [from Defoe’s novel 
ROBINSON CRUSOE] 
 
Myrmidons - In Greek mythology, these were people from Thessaly who accompanied Achilles at the siege of Troy. They 
were known for their brutality and savagery. According to legend, they were originally ants who were turned into 
human beings to populate one of the Greek Islands. 
 
Narcissism - being in love with our own self-image; named for Narcissus, a handsome young man who despised love. 
Echo, a nymph who was in love with him, was rejected and decreed, "Let he who loves not others, love himself." Hearing 
this, he fell in love with his image, while gazing in a pond, and drowned himself trying to capture it. 
 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream – King Nebuchadnezzar was the most powerful and longest-reigning king of Mesopotamia. 
He brought Babylon to the heights of its power during the sixth century B.C. and is credited with creating the fabled 
Hanging Gardens of Babylon. He conquered Jerusalem, burned the Temple of Solomon, and exiled the Israelites to 
Babylon. During his reign, he had a series of prophetic dreams or visions, which he was unable to interpret. He 
questioned all the wise men of his kingdom and condemned them to death because they could not interpret his dreams. 
Then Daniel came forward and explained that the dream of a statue with a head of gold, chest and arms of silver, belly 
and thighs of bronze, legs of iron, and feet of iron and clay foretold the succession of kingdoms that would follow 
Nebuchadnezzar’s – each less glorious than the last. Daniel also foretold the emergence of an indestructible kingdom of 
God. Daniel was rewarded with a high position. (see Daniel) 
 
Nemesis - In Greek mythology, she was the personification of righteous anger. Nemesis punished those who 
transgresses upon the natural order of things, either through hubris or through excessive love of material goods. 
Currently, the word usually refers to an unbeatable enemy. 
 
Niobe - mournful woman; from Niobe, whose children were slain by Apollo and Artemis because of her bragging; the 
gods pitied her and turned her into a rock that was always wet from weeping 
 
Nirvana - This Sanskrit word means “going out,” lie a light. Buddhists believe that in this doctrine of release, a state of 
perfect bliss is attained in life through the negation of all desires and the extinction of the self. Nirvana is union with the 
Buddha, an ideal condition of harmony. 
 
Noah and the flood - In the Biblical book of Genesis, when God decided to punish the wicked of the world with a terrific 
flood, he chose Noah, a good man, to build an ark. Noah, his family, and pairs of the animals of the world lived on an ark 
during the 40 days and 40 nights of the deluge, while everyone and everything else perished. After the ark came to rest 
on the top of Mt. Ararat, Noah, his wife, his sons and their wives, and the animals emerged to repopulate Earth. 
 
Odyssey - Ninth-century B.C. epic poem, attributed to Homer, which recounts the story of the ten-year-long homeward 
journey of Odysseus and his men after the Trojan War. The Odyssey is a source of our knowledge of many of the modern 
Greek myths and legends, as well as the basis for many modern works. The most outstanding of these is James Joyce’s 
Ulysses. More recently, the movie O Brother, Where Art Thou? was based loosely on the Odyssey. 
 
Oedipus - In Greek mythology, Oedipus was the son of Laius and Jocasta. In response to an oracle, Oedipus was 
abandoned at birth and raised as the son of Polybus and Merope, king and queen of Corinth. When grown, Oedipus 
learned of the prophecy that foretold that he would kill his father and marry his mother – two of the worst taboos in 
human civilization. In an attempt to avoid fulfilling the prophecy, he left his adopted land, Corinth, and fled to Thebes, his 
actual birthplace. En route, he encountered – and in his pride and ignorance slew – Laius, the king of Thebes. He also 
answered the riddle of the sphinx, saving Thebes from paying the annual tribute of its best youth to the monster. As a 
reward, he was made king of Thebes and he married Jocasta, the queen and his mother, thus fulfilling the prophecy and 
continuing the curse of the House of Atreus. Freud based his well-known theory of the “Coedipus Complex” on this myth. 
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Olympian - majestic in manner, superior to mundane affairs; any participant in the ancient or modern Olympic games; 
named after 12 gods that were supposed to reside on Mt. Olympus. 
 
Original Sin/The “Fall” - the idea that all men are innately sinful as a result of Adam and Eve's fall from the state of 
innocence. When they ate of the forbidden fruit, they were cast out of the Biblical Garden of Eden; a post-biblical 
expression for the doctrine of Adam's transgression and mankind's consequential inheritance of a sinful nature because 
he ate the forbidden fruit from the Tree of Knowledge. 
 
Paean - a song of joy; a ritual epithet of Apollo the healer. In Homeric poems, an independent god of healing named 
Paean or Paeon, who took care of Hades when the latter was wounded. 
 
Pandora - In Greek mythology, she was the first woman, comparable to eve in biblical allusion. Like Eve, Pandora, whose 
name means “all gifts,” was given the power to bring about the ruin of mankind. Zeus gave her a closed box filled with all 
the evils of the world and warned her not to open it. Her curiosity got the better of her, and when she opened the box, all 
the evils flew out and they have continued to harm human beings ever since. Today, Pandora’s Box refers to a gift that 
turns out to be a curse. It also refers to the unanticipated consequences if one’s actions, as in “opening a can of worms.”  
 
Parnassus - Mountain was sacred to arts and literature; any center of poetic or artistic activity; poetry or poets 
collectively, a common title for selection of poetry; named after the hero of Mt. Parnassus, the son of Poseidon and a 
Nymph. He founded the oracle of Python, which was later occupied by Apollo. 
 
Pegasus - Poetic inspiration; named after a winged horse which sprang from the blood of Medusa at her death; a stamp 
of his hoof caused Hippocrene, the fountain of the Muses, to issue poetic inspiration from Mount Helicon. 
 
Persephone - (Roman name: Proserpine) In Greek and Roman mythology she was the goddess of fertility and queen of 
the underworld. The daughter of Zeus and Demeter (Ceres), she was kidnapped by Pluto (Hades). Her mother grieved so 
deeply that all earthly crops died and perpetual winter threatened. A bargain was struck: Persephone would spend half 
the year with Hades – hence autumn and winter- and return to her mother half the year, allowing the revival of crops 
during spring and summer. The myth of Persephone is the classical explanation for the seasons. 
 
Pharisees - In the Biblical book of Mathew, these were members of an ancient Jewish sect that emphasized strict 
observance of the Law. Self-righteous and separatist, they refused contact with any not of their kind. Consequently, the 
term Pharisees developed a negative connotation, and is usually interpreted to mean hypocrites.   
 
Philistines - These traditional enemies of the Israelites fought against Samson, David, and other major Jewish heroes. In 
contemporary usage the term connotes an ignorant, crude, and rude person lacking in culture and artistic appreciation 
and characterized by materialistic values. (see David) 
 
Phoenix - this mythical bird lives for 500 years, burned to death, and then rose from its own ashes to begin life anew. 
For this reason, the phoenix frequently symbolizes death and resurrection, or eternal life.  
 
The Piper Must be Paid - refers to the legend of the Pied Piper of Hamelin, a cautionary tale, if there ever was one.  A 
wandering piper dressed in pied (colorfully patched) clothing has been employed by the town elders of Hamelin to rid 
the village of rats.  He does so by playing a musical pipe to lure the rats with a song into a local river, where they all 
drown. When the elders refuse to pay him, the Pied Piper abducts all of the children in the village as punishment, leading 
them from the village and into a cave by playing his pipe.  The children never return.  The lesson: pay your debts or face 
the consequences. 
 
Plutocracy - a government by the wealthy; named after Pluton, the "Rich Man," a ritual tile of Hades. He was originally 
the god of the fields because the ground was the source of all wealth, ores and jewels. 
 
Pollyanna - a person characterized by impermissible optimism and a tendency to find good in everything, a foolishly or 
blindly optimistic person; from Eleanor Porter's heroine, Pollyanna Whittier, in the book POLLYANNA 
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Pontius Pilate - The Roman governor before whom Jesus was tried. When he could not convince the mobs to release 
Jesus, he washed his hands, symbolically cleansing himself of what was to follow, and turned Jesus over for crucifixion. 
In contemporary usage a Pontius Pilate is one who betrays his own morale convictions and submits to the pressure of 
others, “washing his hands of the matter.”  
 
Pooh-bah - a pompous, ostentatious official, especially one who, holding many offices, fulfills none of them, a person 
who holds high office ; after Pooh-Bah Lord-High-Everything-Else, character in THE MIKADO, a musical by Gilbert and 
Sullivan 
 
Procrustes - In Greek mythology, Procrustes was a thief of Attica who placed anyone he captured on an iron bed. If the 
person was too tall, he cut off whatever hung over; if too short, he stretched the person until he fit. The term 
“Procrustean bed” connotes a rigid standard to which exact conformity is enforced. 
 
Prodigal Son - In one of Jesus’ parables, this is the younger son who wastes his “portion,” or his inheritance. His father 
forgives him and celebrates his homecoming over his older brothers’ protests. Modern examples: Prince Hal in 
Shakespeare’s Henry IV, Part II; the children’s tale “Peter Cottontail.” 
 
Prometheus - (Greek for “forethought”) A Titan and the champion of men against the gods, Prometheus stole fire from 
Mount Olympus and gave the precious gift to humans. As punishment for his transgression, Zeus had him chained (or 
nailed) to a mountain where an eagle tore out his entrails each day. The organs regenerated overnight. He was 
eventually freed by either Hercules or Zeus (accounts differ). He is the hero of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound and 
Shelley’s poem “Prometheus Unbound.” He is also the subject of the golden statue above the skating rink at Rockefeller 
Center in New York City. 
 
Proteus - In Greek mythology, Proteus was Poseidon’s herdsman and a prophet. He was a sea god who could assume 
any form or shape he wished. In current usage, protean means versatile.  
 
Protean - taking many forms, versatile; named after Proteus, a god of the sea, charged with tending the flocks of the sea 
creatures belonging to Poseidon. He had the ability to change himself into whatever form he desired, using this power 
particularly when he wanted to elude those asking him questions. 
 
Pygmalion - In Greek mythology, Pygmalion was a sculptor and kin of Cyprus who created a statue of Aphrodite. He fell 
in love with his own creation, and Aphrodite herself answered his prayer: The statue came to life, and he married her. 
The statue is named Galatea in other versions of the story. George Bernard Shaw’s play Pygmalion and the musical My 
Fair Lady – the story of Professor Higgins and his “creation,” Eliza Doolittle – are based on this myth. 
 
Pyrrhus: King of Epirus in ancient Greece. For 25 years h waged a series of wars. He often won, but lost too many 
soldiers in the process. At the time of his death, he had succeeded only in bringing Epirus to ruin. A pyrrhic victory is one 
that was won at much too high a price. 
 
Psyche - the human soul, self, the mind; named after Psyche, a maiden who, after undergoing many hardships due to 
Aphrodite's jealousy, reunited with Cupid and was made immortal by Jupiter; she personifies the soul joined to the heart 
of love. 
 
Rachel and Leah: In Genesis, these are the two wives of Jacob. Jacob had been promised Rachel in marriage if he worked 
seven years for her father. He was tricked into marrying Leah, Rachel’s older sister. After promising to work another 
seven years for Laban, the girls’ father, he also married Rachel. Rachel and Leah are referred to as the matriarchs of 
Israel. 
 
Rodomontade - bluster and boasting, to boast (rodomontading or rodomontaded); from Rodomont, a brave, but 
braggart knight in Bojardo's ORLANDO INAMORATO; King of Sarza or Algiers, son of Ulteus, and commander of both 
horse and foot n the Saracen Army 
 
Romulus and Remus: In Roman mythology, these are legendary twin, sons of Mars and a vestal virgin who was put to 
death at their birth. The boys were thrown into the Tiber but were washed ashore (compare to Moses) and suckled by 
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the she-wolf. They were found by a herdsman and his wife, who brought them up as their own. As adults, Romulus and 
Remus decided to found a city (Rome) on the spot where they had been rescued from the Tiber. When an omen declared 
Romulus to be the true founder of the city, the brothers fought, and Romulus killed Remus. Note the similarities between 
this story and that of Cain and Abel (the demigod status of the founding father) and Oedipus (the coincidental raising by 
a herdsman). Virgil’s great Roman epic poem, the Aeneid, was so titled because the twins were said to be descendants of 
Aeneas. 
 
Ruth: Ruth was a Mabite widow who refused to abandon her mother-in-law, Naomi. Her lovingly loyal behavior became 
the model for good women to follow. Eventually, she married Boaz and became the great-grandmother of David. Her 
intertribal marriage to Boaz also represents openness to the world. 
 
Sabine women, rape of: In Roman legend, Romulus “solved” the problem of finding wives for the men in his new 
settlement by stealing and raping the virgins of the Sabines after luring the men away to a celebration. After a 
subsequent war, the tribes intermarried by accord, and the settlement flourished. 
 
Salome: In Matthew, because Salome so pleased Herod, the governor of Judaea, by dancing at his birthday feast (legend 
has it that it was the “Dance of the Seven Veils”), Herod promised her anything she asked for. Salome’s mother had 
divorced her husband and married Herod. John the Baptist had denounced the marriage and was imprisoned for doing 
so. Salome asked for John the Baptist’s head, and she was given it on a platter. 
 
Satyrs: In Greek mythology, a race of goat-men, sometimes considered woodland demigods, with the tail and ears of a 
horse and the legs and horns of a goat. They were followers of Dionysus and were best known for chasing wood nymphs. 
Satyrs were a major feature of the satyr play, which traditionally followed a tragic trilogy. The satyr play treated serious 
matters in a grotesquely comic way. Shakespeare used vestiges of the form in plays such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
Salman Rushdie alludes to the satyr figure in Satanic Verses. Also, e.e. cummings’ “goat-footed balloon-man.” 
 
Saturnine - sluggish, gloomy, morose, inactive in winter months; named after the god Saturn, often associated with the 
god of the Underworld. 
 
Scapegoat - (n) one that is made an object of blame for others; the goat was symbolically burdened with the sins of 
Jewish people and thrown over a precipice outside of Jerusalem to rid the nation of iniquities. 
 
Scylla and Charybdis: In Greek mythology, a jealous Circe turned the nymph Scylla into a sea monster with twelve feet, 
six heads on long necks, and a menacing rows of teeth with which she devoured sailors. The terrible Charybdis, hurled 
into the sea by Zeus, hid under rocks and created a whirlpool. Together they were a formidable danger ships passing 
through the Straits of Messina. They came to be understood as metaphors for the dangerous rocks on one side of the 
passage and a devastating whirlpool on the other. The popular phrase related to the pair is “between a rock and a hard 
place.” 
 
Sermon on the Mount: This is the sermon given by Jesus (as recorded by Matthew) in which he expresses the essence 
of his teachings. The sermon begins with the beatitudes: “Blessed are the poor,” the meek, the sorrowful, etc. The 
beatitudes (the word means “happiness”) promise religious happiness for those who lack material goods and are in need 
of the spiritual blessings of God. The sermon as a whole outlines rules for behavior according to God’s law. The speech is 
usually interpreted as the fulfillment of the law of the Old testament. 
 
Sibyl - a witch or sorceress; a priestess who made known the oracles of Apollo and possessed the gift of prophecy. 
 
Shangri-La - a fictional place described in the 1933 novel LOST HORIZON by British author James Hilton. In the book, 
"Shangri-La" is a mystical, harmonious valley enclosed in the western end of the Kunlun Mountains.  The people who live 
at Shangri-La are almost immortal, living years beyond the normal lifespan and only very slowly aging in appearance. 
 Shangri-La has become synonymous with any earthly paradise but particularly a mythical Himalayan utopia ‚ a 
permanently happy land, isolated from the outside world.  Shangri-la is often used in a similar context to which "Garden 
of Eden" might be used, to represent an awesome paradise that exists hidden from modern man.  It can sometimes be 
used as an analogy for a life-long quest or something elusive that is much sought.  For a man who spends his life 
obsessively looking for a cure to a disease, such a cure could be said to be that man's "Shangri-La".  It also might be used 
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to represent perfection that is sought by man in the form of love, happiness, or Utopian ideals. 
 
Shylock/A Pound of Flesh Shakespeare’s MERCHANT OF VENICE, “The pound of flesh which I demand of him Is 
deerely bought, 'tis mine, and I will have it”. Calling one a shylock is saying that he or she is an avaricious, acquisitive, 
miserly individual.  To say that a person is always demanding his “pound of flesh‚” is to say that he takes the last morsel 
of advantage he can possibly squeeze out of anyone without concern for the pain and anguish he may cause.  The 
figurative use of the phrase to refer to any lawful but nevertheless unreasonable recompense dates to the late 18th 
century. 
 
Silver Lining - a comforting or hopeful aspect of an otherwise desperate or unhappy situation (from the proverbial 
phrase ‚”Every cloud has a silver lining.”) 
 
Simon Legree - a harsh, cruel, or demanding person in authority, such as an employer or officer that acts in this manner; 
from UNCLE TOM'S CABIN by abolitionist writer Harriet Beecher Stowe, the brutal slave overseer.  Uncle Tom - someone 
thought to have the timid service attitude like that of a slave to his owner; from the humble, pious, long-suffering Negro 
slave in UNCLE TOM'S CABIN 
 
 
 
Sisyphus: In Greek mythology, Sisyphus cheated death by telling his wife to forgo the usual burial rites when he died, 
thus giving him permission to return from the underworld to punish her. This angered Zeus, and when Sisyphus died a 
second time, many years later, he was condemned to eternally roll a huge rock up a hill, only to have it roll back down as 
he was about to reach the top. Albert Camus used Sisyphus as the metaphor for modern man’s situation in The Myth of 
Sisyphus. He serves as a constant metaphor for the never-ending struggle to complete one’s task, only to be thwarted by 
still more hurdles. 
 
Sodom and Gomorrah: The two major cities, according to Genesis, which were destroyed by heaven with fire and 
brimstone (traditional elements of hell) because of their wickedness. They stand as symbols of debauchery. 
 
Solomon: Traditionally the wisest and grandest of the kings of Israel, Solomon was the son of David and Bathsheba. 
When asked by Jehovah what gift he most wanted, he responded “an understanding heart,” and ever after he was 
renowned for his wisdom. The story of the two women who both claimed to be the mother of the same baby remains as 
the model of the “Solomon-like” decision. Solomon decreed the baby be cut in half to give each woman her “just” due. 
The false mother agreed, but the true mother was willing to give up her claim so the baby would live. Solomon returned 
the baby to the true mother, of course. He also directed the construction of the great temple that bore his name. 
 
Something Rotten in Denmark - After the ghost of Hamlet’s father appears to Hamlet, Marcellus, and Horatio, 
Marcellus states that “something is rotten in the state of Denmark”, literally meaning that something is wrong with the 
government of Denmark.  The ghost relates how his brother Claudius, the current king, murdered him so he could 
become king.  Nowadays, when people say that there is “something rotten in [a place name],‚”the meaning is clear: there” 
something brewing under the surface that isn’t right in [the place].  From Shakespeare’s HAMLET. 
 
Sphinx: In Greek mythology, the sphinx was a monster with the face of a woman, the body of a lion, and the wings of a 
bird. She posed a riddle to the citizens of Thebes and devoured the young men who could not answer it. When Oedipus, 
en route to Thebes, correctly answered the riddle, the sphinx killed herself in chagrin. The riddle is usually given as, 
“What walks on four legs in the morning, on two at midday, and on three in the evening? (Answer: Man, who crawls on 
all fours as a baby, walks upright as an adult, and uses a cane in old age.) In Egypt the sphinx was usually seen as a huge 
statue with the body of a lion and the head of a man, representing the sun god Ra. The largest remaining sphinx is two-
thirds the length of a football field. The sphinx also represents monumental silence in literary references. 
 
Stealing the apples of the Hesperides: In Greek mythology, the Hesperides were the daughters of Hesperus whose 
golden apples were guarded by a dragon. One of Hercules’ labors was to slay the dragon and steal the apples. (Compare 
to the serpent and the tree in the Garden of Eden) 
  
Stentorian - having a loud voice; after Stentor, a character in the Iliad who could shout as loudly as 50 men. He engaged 
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in a shouting match against Hermes and was put to death after losing. 
 
Stygian - dark and gloomy; named after the river Styx, a river in the Underworld. The water is poisonous for human and 
cattle and said to break iron, metal and pottery, though it is said a horse's hoof is unharmed by it. 
 
Styx: In Greek mythology, the Styx was one of the five rivers of hell (the others are Acheron, Cocytus, Phlegethon, and 
Lethe). Charon ferried the dead cross the river Styx to the underworld. The Styx figures heavily in Dante’s Inferno. Lethe 
turns up frequently in literature as a figure to forgetfulness.  
 
Swords into ploughshare: Although the sword appears as a weapon of war or a symbol of wrath more than 400 times 
in the Bible, this use in Isaiah refers to hope that a peaceful age will eventually eliminate the needs for weapons of war. 
Beating swords into farm implements is comparable to the practice of converting munitions factories into home 
appliance factories after times of war in the twentieth century. The phrase is often used by speakers advocating peace.  
 
Tartuffe - hypocrite or someone who is hypocritical; central character in a comedy by Moliere produced in 1667; 
Moliere was famous for his hypocritical piety  
 
 
 
Tantalus: In Greek mythology, Tantalus was a progenitor of the House of Atreus (source of many of the extended Greek 
tragedies from Agamemnon to Orestes) who is best known for his punishment in Hades. He suffers eternal hunger and 
thirst while standing in the middle of a body of clear, cold water that dries up as he reaches for it. The fruit of a heavily 
laden bough hangs above his head, but remains just out of reach. His name gives us the word tantalize.  
  
Terpsichorean - pertaining to dance; for Terpsichore, one of the nine muses, sometimes said to be the mother of the 
sirens and the protector of dance. 
 
Thirty pieces of silver: This is the amount paid to Judas Iscariot for betraying Jesus by identifying him with a kiss, 
leading to Jesus’ arrest and crucifixion. Legend has it that he threw it back at the Jewish priests just before he hanged 
himself. The phrases “thirty pieces of silver” and “Judas kiss” refer to betrayal and treachery.  
 
Through a glass darkly: Writing to the Corinthians on the gift of Christ’s perfect love, Paul prophesized a time of 
perfect love and clarity of knowledge of God, in contrast to the time when people saw God indistinctly or “through a glass 
darkly.” This passage is used frequently in wedding ceremonies and, conversely, by writers who wish to convey the 
opposite of perfect love and clear knowledge through irony.  
 
Titanic - large, grand, enormous; after Tityus, a giant, the son of Zeus and Elara. His body covers over two acres. Or after 
the Titans, the offspring of Cronus and Rhea, who went to war against Zeus and the other Olympian gods. 
 
Tower of Babel: In Genesis, after the flood, the descendants of Noah built a tower that was meant to reach heaven. But 
Jehovah, unhappy with their arrogance and hubris, “confounded” their speech so they could not understand one another, 
and then he scattered them over the Earth. This is the biblical explanation for the diversity of languages in the world. 
The Tower of Babel has come to represent a madly visionary scheme, and the world babel now means a senseless uproar 
in which nothing can be understood. It is also related to the word babble. Once again, this is a cautionary tale warning 
that humankind should not aspire to the heights of the gods.  
 
Trojan horse: A large wooden horse designed and built by Greeks, supposedly as a gift to Athena. Because the Greeks 
had been unable to take the city of Troy during their ten year siege, they instead tried deception. Placing troop of 
soldiers inside the hollow wooden horse, the Greeks pretended that they were sailing homeward. The unsuspecting 
Trojans brought the horse and opened the gates of the city, letting in their comrades, and they took Troy at last. The 
phrase “beware of Greeks bearing gifts” has its origin in this tale.  
 
Utopia: In literature, the title of the 1516 book by Sir Thomas More, who gave the name, meaning nowhere in Greek to 
his imaginary island. More describes the ideal society according to he ideals of the English humanists, who dreamt of a 
land where ignorance, crime, poverty, and injustice did not exist. Since then the name has been applied to all attempts to 
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describe or establish a society in which these ideals would prevail. Interestingly, many twentieth century writers have 
focused on the ant-utopian, or dystopian, world. Examples of this kind of work include Aldous Huxley’s Brave New 
World, George Orwell’s 1984, and Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.  
 
Volcanoes - originated from Vulcan, the Roman god of fire, whose forge is said to be under mountains 
 
Vulcanize - to treat rubber with sulfur to increase strength and elasticity; from the Roman God of Fore and Metallurgy, 
Vulcan/Hephaestus 
 
Walter Mitty - a commonplace non-adventuresome person who seeks escape from reality through Daydreaming, a 
henpecked husband or dreamer; after a daydreaming henpecked "hero;" in a story by James Thurber, ‚”The Secret Life of 
Walter Mitty.” 
 
Waterloo: The town in Belgium where Napoleon was resoundingly defeated in 1815. In current usage, the term refers 
to a crushing and final defeat.  
 
 
 
 
 
Whitewash a Fence/Pull a Tom Sawyer - With the words, “Does a boy get a chance to whitewash a fence every day? 
Tom Sawyer cleverly creates interest in a task that he himself would rather avoid having to do.  Soon enough, Tom’s 
friends are actually paying him for the privilege of doing his work. 
 
Wolf in Sheep’s clothing -- The King James Version of the Bible gives this warning, in Matthew 7:15: “Beware of false 
prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”  In other words, be on the 
lookout for someone who hides malicious intent under the guise of kindliness.  This cautionary advice that one cannot 
necessarily trust someone who appears kind and friendly has been with us for many centuries.  Both Aesop's Fables and 
the Bible contain explicit references to wolves in sheep's clothing.  Aesop must have originated the phrase, as his tales 
are much older than any biblical text. 
 
Yahoo - a boorish, crass, or stupid person; from a member of a race of brutes in Swift's GULLIVER'S TRAVELS who have 
the form and all the vices of humans 
 
Zeus - a powerful man; king of the gods, ruler of Mt. Olympus, vengeful hurler of thunderbolts 


